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Abstract 
Nowadays, many of the products are bought online. Such an activity can prove to be tedious as the user would go 
through various websites and compare the parameters like price, delivery charges and time and availability before 
buying it. Therefore, the solution to this problem is a one-for-all website, where the user is suggested with the best-
buy option after comparing the product on the basis of different parameters on various websites. Also, the user is 
provided with an estimated price at which a product can be sold for maximum profit. Therefore, CompareKart would 
suggest the user with the most optimal website to sell the product on after comparing the past sale records and prices 
on various websites. 
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1. Introduction 
  
Web pages that contain loads of information are ubiquitous on the internet. For a search engine to provide a relevant 
and powerful source of indexed documents from the Internet that can be rapidly analyzed, there needs to be a  
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system in place to assist the search engines in doing so. Hyperlinks of the Webpages and those inside the pages, 
referring to external pages, contain valuable information about the webpage itself and also about the links going out 
from that webpage. Thus, for websites which compare things that are available on various websites, indexing a 
document (webpage) correctly is very essential. Anchor tag indexing for such websites provides a solution which 
not only helps index the pages in a better way but also reduces the time period to update the page once it has been 
indexed and stored in the database. 
 
Comparing the values in a database, received as the search query and retrieving the appropriate information for 
the webpage can prove to be a slow process if the database is not indexed properly for the purpose. Quick 
retrieval of data from database after comparing becomes a major concern for a website who sole purpose relies on 
it. Therefore, applying an efficient algorithm which uses a technique to index information differently to minimize 
the computational time between comparing and displaying the correct information is one of the major tasks. 
Application of such a module is a website that compares the price, availability, delivery time and cost, available 
combos and various other factors of a product from various other shopping websites and providing the user with much 
simplified choices and the best deals. The links of web pages of such websites contains as much important 
information as the web page itself. 
 
2. Literature survey: 
 
 
2.1 Existing systems 
 
 
2.1.1. Makkhichoose 
 
 
Makkhichoose is an extension in Google chrome and Mozilla Firefox browsers which lets you compare prices of 
products on different websites on the spot. 
 
How it works- 
 
The user needs to visit the website he/she wants to buy the product from. Then, an icon would appear on the left side 
of the page. On clicking the icon, a tab would open where product prices on different websites would be listed. The 
websites on which the product is available, the website name, the price and a button directing the user to the 
website is displayed. The websites on which the product is not available are listed with a “Not available” tag and 
a link directing the search page of the respective websites 
 
Flaws- 
 
1) The extension suggests products from a few selected sites only and it also lags before opening. 
 
2) When searching for a particular product with particular specifications, the products suggested by 
Makkhichoose have different specifications i.e. accuracy problems. For example, the items suggested by 
Makkhichoose for iPhone5s (16 GB) are iPhone5s (32 GB/64 GB). 
3) The websites where a few products is available, is listed in the “Not Available” category. For example, 
Nexus 5 is available on ShopClues.com, HomeShoop18.com and Saholic.com but are listed under the “Not 
Available” category on Makkhichoose 
Such flaws make the system incompetent as an assistant for Online Shopping. 
 
2.1.2. Junglee.com 
 
Junglee.com is a website which displays seller ratings, prices and estimated delivery time of the product of 
various websites. 
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How it works- 
 
On searching a product on the Junglee.com, the website displays prices, estimated delivery time and seller ratings of 
the product and provide with direct link to the respective websites. Apart from online stores, local physical store 
details are also provided on the website. Specifications and features of the product along with customer reviews are 
displayed on the webpage also. Similar products are suggested to the customer as well. 
 
Flaws- 
 
1) Some of the most popular and reliable websites like FlipKart.com and SnapDeal.com are not listed on 
Junglee.com 
 
2) “Find Phone Accessories” suggests phone accessories which are not related to the searched phone and in 
no way is useful to the customer. 
 
2.2 Proposed System: 
 
 
The idea is to suggest the user the best website to buy a product from. CompareKart would compare the website 
on various parameters like price, availability, delivery time and combos. The parameters on which to compare the 
products will be given by the customers. CompareKart would also provide with an estimated price for the mobile 
phone at which the user should sell the product. CompareKart also suggests the user with the optimal website to 
sell the product on by comparing the past sales and prices of the product on various websites. The web crawler 
will be made using the Internet's most common language – PHP. These crawlers will scrap the websites' html page 
and index that page using anchor tags which are stored in the webpage. There will be multiple types of crawlers 
running simultaneously, like one scrapping new pages, other doing a re-run of the previously visited pages etc. Using 
multiple types of crawlers distributes the functions that the crawler has to perform, among the crawlers so that a 
single type would not have to bear the whole load. Specific functionality is performed different crawlers. The page 
maybe indexed more than once in the database because each type of crawler may index that same page once 
accounting to multiple entries. 
 
Description: 
 
1. The user registers itself with our website and he/she gets the login credentials, which is used to get access to our 
website as well as the website where user will buy its product. User doesn’t need to login again to the website to buy 
his desired product. 
 
2. After the user successfully logs in, he/she types the product name and also gets one or more suggestions 
related to the keyword typed of the product. 
 
3. User can then choose one of the two options “BUY” or “SELL”. 
 
4. If the user selects Buying option then following process is followed: 
 
4.1. User applies various filters on the product to meet exact needs what he wants 
 
4.2. Once the user applies filters on the product, he/she gets the list of products 
 
4.3. In this step, the user observes all the possible outcomes from various online 
 
4.4. User then selects the appropriate link which meets his/her needs and is then 
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Fig. 1. Flow of the system 
 
   5. If the user selects Selling option then following process is followed: 
 
5.1. User needs to register it’s product with every single detail which helps in Filters like color, price, brand, etc., 
with their website details in a sorted order. Here sorting is done on the basis of cost, delivery time, offers and 
availability on shopping websites for his/her product and then is redirected to the website where the user can 
actually do the payment 
 
5.2. Once the user enters all the details of his product, he/she gets the list of all the websites where there is a demand 
for that product 
 
5.3. User then selects the appropriate link/website which gives him/her the best estimating the approximate price of 
the product. Details can be such as Date purchased, condition of the product, any repair work done, a picture of the 
actual product to be sold, etc., websites which helps the user to sell his product at an optimal price. Websites are 
sorted in order of optimal price possible price for his product and is then redirected to the website where he can 
actually provide his product details and post an Advertisement on that website 
 
1. Login/ Signup 
[Direct login for various websites] 
2. Enter the Product name 
3. Choose “Buy”  
Or “Sell” 
4.1 Choose filters to narrow the search 
4.2 Get a best buy suggestion along 
with details of other websites 
4.3 Click on “link” to go to the eTails’ 
website  
5.1 Enter the details to get the estimated 
price of the product 
5.2 Get a suggestion for an optimal 
website to sell product on 
5.3 Place an Ad on the website you 
wish to sell on 
4. Buy 5. Sell 
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3. Conclusion: 
 
Hyperlinks of the Webpages shown in search results often contain some valuable information about a 
webpage. Such information along with other information from the content of a webpage may prove very vital for us 
when crawling websites for comparing products. Indexing such a webpage becomes very essential. Therefore, using 
Anchor tag indexing is the solution which helps us in indexing those Webpages in an efficient manner while also 
minimizing the time taken to update the page once it is indexed and stored in the database. Indexing the page and 
improving the speed of updating it helps us to retrieve data faster and hence provide the users with the latest and 
the most accurate results. This is of utmost importance as the users are using this feature to save their time in 
going through numerous websites and instead finding all their solutions on our website itself. 
 
4. Future Scope: 
 
 
1) Using Business Intelligence with the help of Artificial Intelligence to suggest products and websites for a 
customer on the basis of his previous searches. Keeping track of all the products looked up by the user and 
henceforth providing him/her with better and optimized search results. 
 Sign-in from our website and get a direct access to the E-Retailers website without having to sign-up on their 
websites. 
3) Tie-up with small scale businesses and help them grow by promoting their products. 
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6. Appendix 
 
 
A. Morris traversal for Preorder (Taken from Wikipedia) 
 
Binary tree is threaded by creating every left-child pointer (which would be null) point to in-order predecessor of 
node (if the node exists) and every right-child pointer (that would otherwise be null) point to the in-order 
successor of the node (if it the node exists). 
 
Morris traversal is an implementation of in-order traversal that uses threading: 
 
1) Create links to in-order successor 
2) Display the data using these links 
3) Revert the changes to restore original tree. 
 
B. Anchor Indexing (Taken from Google) 
 
The present invention relates to the field of crawler systems for crawling a collection of linked documents, such 
as hyperlinked documents stored on servers coupled to the Internet or in an intranet, and in particular the present 
invention relates to a method and apparatus for indexing anchor tags and other information from documents 
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other than the indexed document that contains a link to the indexed document. 
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